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Collective Motion of Granular Particles 

Induced by Moving Interfaces 

Dept. of Physics， Waseda Univ. Yoshihiro Yamazaki1 and Shin-ya Komura 

水と粉粒体の混合系における乾燥過程で、粉粒体の含有量がある範囲内の場合、乾燥によって

水一空気界面の運動が引き起こされ、界面運動によって粉粒体が掃き集められ凝集し、最終的に、

凝集した粉粒体によって迷路状のパターンが形成されることが知られている。この現象は、一般

的には 2相系の一方に粒子が存在する状態で、相の界面運動と粒子の集団運動との相互作用によっ

て現れるものと考えられる。我々は、この考えに基づいてモデルを構築し、実験で観られるパター

ン形成を再現し、界面-多粒子系で成り立つ描像の一つを提案する o

The aggregation of particles has attracted considerable interest回 aproblem of non-equilibrium 

physics. In the case of particle aggregation in a multiphase system， particle motion can interact 

with phase boundary motion. For example， surfactant molecules in an oil-water system affect 

the motion of the oil-water phase boundary [1]. In this case， by changing the concentration 

of the surfactant， various structures are formed in the microemulsion system such as spheres， 

cylinders， and lamellae [2]. 

In order to understand the dynamical properties induced by the interaction between the 

particle and phase boundary motions， a definite and simple picture of the collective motion of 

particles should be developed. We consider the motion of the air front (i.e.， air-water boundary) 

during water evaporation出 anexample of phase boundary motion. When granular particles 

exist in the water phase， they can prevent the motion of the air front. It should be noted that 

the role of the particles in the air front motion differs significantly depending on the particle 

concentration in the systemj When the concentration is quite low， the particles are treated 

individual1y as an impurity thatinduces the pinning effect on the air front motion [3]. On the 

other hand， at a high concentration， the system is packed with the particles. Accordingly， the 

granular particles are treated as a porous medium， and the dynamics of the air front motion 

is considered as the dynamics of invasion percolation [4]. Evidently， there is a huge gap in the 

treatment of granular particles between low and high particle concentration cases. Therefore， at 

the intermediate concentration， it is difficult to characterize the collective motion of particles. 
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Fig. 1: experiment Fig. 2: numerical simulation 

Recently， we have studied the formation of the labyrinthine pattern which corresponds to 

a spatial distribution of aggregated granular particles at the intermediate concentration (see 

Fig. 1 for refere恥 e).The pattern is produced by the air front that sweeps granular particles 

during the evaporation process of the water-granule system [5]. In order to reproduce such a 

pattern formation， we constructed a dynamical model b出 edon molecular dynamics and phase 

field model [6]. From the numerical simulation results of the model， one of which is shown in 

Fig. 2， it is found that the model can characterize the collective motion of particles induced by 

moving interfaces at the intermediate concentration. 
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